Example of Screen One (Details of Circumstance and Impact)

Tick to indicate how your studies and/or assessments have been affected. You are able to tick any of those that apply.

Detail when and how your studies have been impacted.

N.B. if you exceed the maximum character allowance you are able to upload a continuation sheet or separate statement here.

Upload supporting evidence here

Once complete move to next screen.
Example of Screen Two (Requested Adjustment)

Choose requested adjustment. A description of each adjustment type is shown here.

Choose which of your modules are affected. This field should already be populated with modules you have chosen. If not please contact your School to make sure you are enrolled on the correct modules.

Choose which assessed component of your module has been affected.

Add further adjustment requests here if required.

List of requested adjustments. You are able to delete any of these requests if they have been added in error.

Move to next page.
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Example of Screen Three (Summary Screen)

This screen is a summary of all information already input via the previous two screens. You can move backwards and forwards between screens to make any changes. You are also able to upload supporting documentation via this screen.

Once you are happy with your application you are able to submit this for consideration. You should receive a confirmation email to show your form has been correctly submitted.